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Project: High Performance Analysis of Mass Spectra Data 

Summary 

In this project, a set of algorithms had been implemented to meet the computational challenges in mass spectra 
analysis. These include how to search Extracted Ion Chromatograms as proposed by Shao-En Ong [68] and 
indentify their associated peptides. Furthermore, it is difficult to guarantee the preciseness of global alignment 
for usually large mass spectra datasets, which is known as “dimensionality curse”-- the higher the feature 
vector dimensionality is, the more rapid deterioration the performance is. As such, there has been a variety of 
previous work addressing these challenges to certain extend. 
 
However, on the demand of high performance analysis, good design of more efficient algorithms has become 
crucial to address these problems, particularly in large-scale datasets analysis. Space-partitioning data 
structure was adopted to achieve high performance analysis because it can accelerate planar orthogonal range 
queries. Relied on these two techniques, high performance large datasets analysis was achieved. Meanwhile, 
relative protein abundance information can be retrieved by integration of graphic algorithms. 
 
For end users in proteomics studies, a Win32 system application (Mass Spectra Analyzer, MSA) had been 
developed for their everyday work. Based on a rigid file organization that represents typical Unbiased 
Biomarker Identification (UBI) proteomic experiment, MSA integrated all the algorithms to collect a list of 
proteins molecules with their corresponding log2ratios, which indicate their relative abundance that can target 
biomarkers. Performance analysis of MSA displayed good fitness to the public mass spectra datasets used in 
this project. 
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1. Introduction and background 

Proteomics is the experimental study of the level of different protein molecules in a biological system. The 
use of proteomics is increasing as the technology to measure accurately the amount of different molecules 
has improved in terms of both throughput and repeatability. Typically Mass Spectrometry (MS) is used to 
perform a proteomics study that produces large data sets of raw spectra data. Unbiased Biomarker 
Identification (UBI) proteomic studies use MS on large numbers of tissue samples to identify the mass of 
many different molecules, and then use statistical modeling techniques to process this low level data into a 
focused list of protein molecules that identify significant biological features. 
 
1.1 Proteomics Over the last century biological research mainly focused on Genomics which studies the 
complete genetic sequences of chromosomes, with the accomplishment of the Human Genome Project and 
other projects sequencing of over a thousand of living organisms [1]. Biological research has now entered 
the so-called “post-genomic era” in which proteomics plays an essential role. Proteomics is the study of 
proteome, term coined by Marc Wilkins and colleagues in 1994 to describe the protein complement of the 
genome and their interactions at a specific time in a cell, a tissue or an organism of a given state. 
Proteomics aims at understanding interplay of multiple distinct proteins in their roles within a larger system 
or cellular network. Hence, large scale identification and functional characterization of proteins expressed 
in a cell is essential, including all protein isoforms, post-translational modifications (PTM), structure 
prediction etc [2, 3].  
 
Investigations in proteomics are significantly facilitated with four important tools of identifying and 
characterizing proteins with high sensitivity and specificity: the analytical protein-separation technology, 
such as 1D/2D-SDS-PAGE, HPLC, mass spectrometry (MS), proteome databases and an emerging 
collection of software for matching MS data with specific proteins in databases, all of these construct 
essential elements of the analytical proteomics approach (see Figure 1) [4]. 
 
The MS-based proteomics work flow is typically performed in a “bottom up” manner that consists of three 
distinct stages: (1) isolation of the protein samples from biological tissues or liquids, digestion of final 
protein samples (usually by Trypsin) and further fractionation of resulting peptides; (2) qualitative and 
quantitative mass spectrometric analysis of these peptides; (3) identification of peptides and deduction of 
desired information, such as amino acid sequence and protein quantity. There has also been a “top down” 
approach in which intact proteins are presented to mass spectrometers which avoids long protein digestion 
methods and is thus particularly useful for post-translation modification investigations, typically chemical 
modifications of proteins after their translations from genes [5]. 
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Fig.	  1.	  General	  steps	  in	  proteomics	  analysis	  (a	  bottom	  up	  approach)	  

 
1.2 Mass spectrometry MS is currently the core technology for analyzing proteins based on the fact that 
different elements, and thus compounds, can be uniquely identified by their mass. Instrumentations of MS 
comprise four parts (see Figure 2): an ion source to produce ions from the sample, a mass analyzer to 
resolve ions based on mass/charge (m/z) ratio, an ion detector to detect the ions resolved by the mass 
analyzer and a data acquisition system to control the operation and record the mass spectrum data. A mass 
spectrometer is capable of not only measuring simply the molecular mass of the peptides but also 
determining the additional protein structural features, such as primary structure of the protein, types of 
post-translational modifications and site of attachments [8]. Increased sensitivity resulted from more 
efficient ionization techniques and more powerful ion detectors over recent years has not only reduced 
protein quantity for analysis but also enabled a more detailed study on protein post-translational 
modifications [12]. 
 

Sample     Sampling System 
 
Ionizer      Ions 
 

Mass analyzer   Resolved Ions 
 

Ion detector 
 

MS data 
Fig.	  2.	  How	  MS	  instruments	  work	  

 
To enhance the sensitivity and resolution of MS system for a fine analytical result, ion loss should be 
avoided and thus a high vacuum state is required where ions exist and travel, including sampling system, 
ion source and mass analyzer. The sampling system directs peptide samples into the ion source in an 
efficient repeated manner without a decrease of vacuum. There are three types of sampling systems: batch 
sampling, direct probe sampling and chromatographic sampling system. 
 
The core component of a mass spectrometer is the ion source which are typical superior reactors where 
samples undergo characteristic degradation reactions within an extremely short time (~1µs). The ion source 
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transfers molecules from solution or solid phase to ionized gaseous phase for subsequent operations [5]. 
Along with many other types of ion sources (see Table 1), the two most commonly used are the 
matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) and electrospray ionization (ESI) [5, 6], both of which 
are soft ionization that keeps the molecule of interest fully intact enabling analysis of large molecules via 
inexpensive mass analyzers such as quadrupole, ion trap and TOF [3], and because of this, these two 
techniques made the complex compounds such as polypeptides accessible to mass spectrometric analysis 
and thus expanded the application scope of traditional mass spectrometry which was for a long time 
restricted to small and thermo-stable compounds [8]. However, with respect to these two techniques, 
MALDI MS is highly sensitive and more tolerable than ESI MS to contaminants such as salts or detergent 
[8]. 
 
Electron bomb ionization (EI) utilizes a high energy electron beam to knock one electron out of the sample, 
resulting in positive ions of various unstable energy state called parent ions, some of which can barely 
undergo fragmentations due to insufficient energy acquired and thus will be detected as molecular ion. This 
method hardly generate parent peaks in the mass spectrum whereas the more moderate chemical ionization 
transfers one proton to or remove one electron off sample by ion-molecular reactions. Furthermore, as a soft 
ionization technique, high electric field can induce sample ionization with little fragmentations [6]. 
 
Name Abbr. Type Ionized reagent Application Year 

Electron Bomb Ionization EI Gaseous phase High energy electron 1920 
Chemical Ionization CI Gaseous phase Reagent ion 1965 
Field Ionization FI Gaseous phase High potential electrode 1970 
Field Desorption FD Desorption High potential electrode 1969 
Fast Atom Bombardment FAB Desorption High energy electron 1981 
Secondary Ion MS SIMS Desorption High energy ion 1977 
Laser Desorption LD Desorption Laser 1978 
Electro hydrodynamics Ionization EH Desorption High field 1978 
Thermo spray Ionization ES (ESI) / Electric particle energy 1985 

Table	  1.	  Common	  types	  of	  ion	  source	  used	  in	  MS	  analysis	  

 
MALDI was first introduced in 1985 by Franz Hillenkamp and Michael Karas in which the sample is mixed 
with organic matrix and ionized by bombarding sample with laser light of the wavelength that matches that 
of absorbance maximum of matrix so that the matrix transfers some of its energy when radiated to the 
sample, which leads to ion sputtering. A variety of matrixes can be used, including sinapinic acid (SA) for 
proteins and 4-hydroxycinnaminic acid for peptides. After absorption of UV radiation (photons) by 
chromophoric matrix and ionization of matrix, it becomes electronically excited, dissociates and changes 
into super-compressed gas, in this process; the charge was transferred to sample molecules. Soon the matrix 
expands at supersonic velocity leaving the sample trapped in expanding matrix plume.  
 
This technique generates spectra of just a single charged ion since each peptide molecule tends to pick up a 
single photo to minimize sample fragmentation and thus sensitivity is increased. The quality of its ideally 
tolerating acceptable amount of impurities in the samples enables easy re-analysis [5]. However, MALDI 
instruments are best-fit for measurement of peptide masses but not for peptide ion fragmentation 
information, which might provide more valuable hints for protein identification [3]. There have been 
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improvements to MALDI in terms of reduction of sample complexity for protein or peptide immobilization 
on the matrix surface, for example the surface-enhanced laser desorption ionization (SELDI), which 
displayed successful applications in clinical field despite the lack of reproducibility [16]. 
 
ESI was first conceived in 1960’s by Malcolm Dole though, it was not actually put into practice until the 
1980’s by John Fenn. This technique applies a strong electric field to a liquid stream passing through a 
capillary tube, at the end this tube highly charged droplets are formed due to charge accumulation induced 
by the high electric field. The out-sprayed fine mist of droplets either passes though a heated capillary 
which assists separating peptide ions from the solvent components such as those components from HPLC 
mobile phase or a curtain of nitrogen gas (80�) is applied to cause their desolvation (see Figure 3), and 
finally the desolvated ions are drawn into the mass analyzer [3]. Improvements on ESI such as reduction in 
the liquid flow stream rate and new dissociation methods have enhanced the efficiency of creating ions [7]. 
 

Sample flow 
 

High voltage needle (solvated ion)    
                                              Desolvation 

Desolvated ion 
 

Mass analyzer 
Fig.	  3.	  Schematic	  representation	  of	  ESI	  source	  

	  

Mass analysis comes after the ionization procedure to separate ions by their mass-to-charge (m/z) ratios. 
Four different methods are currently being used for proteomics research are: time-of-flight (TOF), ion trap 
(IT), quadrupole (Q) and Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR or FT-MS) analyzers [3]. They 
apply either electric or magnetic fields to manipulate the ion motions and direct them to a detector, which 
then records the numbers of ions with different m/z ratios. 
 
TOF separates ions on the basis of their flight time passing through a vacuum field-free tube as their speeds 
are proportional to their respective m/z values, the greater the m/z ratio, the faster they fly. Nowadays the 
resolving power of the TOF exceeding 12, 000 full width at half maximum (FWHM) are of routine 
requirements [8]. IT utilizes a three-dimensional quadrupole filed to trap ions for a certain time, and then 
these ions are scanned to an ion detector, which can provide information about both molecular mass and 
peptide sequence resulted from specific ions being selected for fragmentation in the so-called process of 
collision induced fragmentation (CID) [9]. Three-dimensional IT is robust and sensitive but with low mass 
accuracy, in contrast, a recently developed two-dimensional IT has increased sensitivity and mass accuracy 
[10]. Finally, IT is characterized by tandem MS capabilities with fairly high sensitivity and ion-trapping 
capacities such as linear IT (LIT), and in addition, it allows high throughput analyses [11]. 
 
A quadrupole mass analyzer is configured as four parallel metal rods applied with certain voltage, 
depending on which ions of specific m/z values can pass through this quadrupole while others fail. Ions of 
increasing m/z values can be analyzed by sweeping the radiofrequency voltages upon the rods [3]. FTICR 
works analogously to an IT, yet it applies a powerful static magnetic field with typically value of 3~7 T and 
Fourier transform algorithm to detect all ions in the trap. This technique can be combined with both 
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MALDI and ESI and it can achieve spectacular mass resolution (~100,000) and mass measurement 
accuracy (~1ppm) [15]. 
 
These four mass analyzers combined with either MALDI or ESI differ in their physical principles, 
operation mode, performance standard such as mass accuracy, resolving power, sensitivity, dynamic range, 
throughput, and detection of modifications as well as the ability to support specific analytical strategies 
despite that they all perform the same type of analysis [8]. For instance, FT-ICR is excellent at mass 
accuracy but not good in detection of modifications whereas QQ-LIT has low resolving power but high 
possibility of detecting modifications. Though many combinations of ion sources and mass analyzers are 
available, no instruments offer all capabilities simultaneously and therefore the choice of which one to use 
depends on specific analytical requirements.  
 
Most frequently, MALDI is coupled to TOF analyzers and ESI to ion traps and hybrid tandem mass 
spectrometers, such as triple quadrupole (commonly called “triple quad”) and Q-TOF. Tandem mass 
spectrometry in the form of hybridization approach is more often used for its higher specificity of 
instrument that makes “chemical noise” reduced [17], for example, the Manitoba research group took the 
advantage of the combination of MALDI and a Q-TOF mass spectrometer to identify two novel proteins in 
the SARS virus [13].  
 
Tandem mass spectrometry adopts two strategies: one is tandem in time, instruments of which are generally 
IT mass spectrometers, such as Fourier transform mass spectrometer (FTMS) and linear IT mass 
spectrometers, and the other is tandem in space in which instruments have two physically different located 
mass spectrometers, such as triple quadrupole (QqQ), TOF/TOF, IT-TOF and quadrupole/time-of-flight 
(QqTOF) [11]. TOF/TOF overcame the drawback of TOF’s inability to perform real MS/MS by 
incorporating a collision cell between the two TOF analyzers [5].  
 
Functionally identical to a triple quad, Q/TOF adopts similar configuration with a collision cell placing 
between a TOF analyzer and a quadrupole mass filter, except that the quadrupole Q3 is replaced by a TOF 
[14]. Q/TOF can achieve very accurate mass measurements of product ions because TOF is capable of 
much higher mass resolution [3]. The hybridization of a linear IT and a FTICR mass analyzer not only 
combines high ion capacity, fast scan times of linear IT with those benefits of FTICR but also added 
robustness to this platform, and have brought promising results [8].  
 
To sum up, apart from the techniques mentioned here, there are many other types of mass spectrometers 
and more importantly, demands from research areas of drug design and proteomics to analyze complex 
mixtures will definitely introduce incremental improvements in novel mass spectrometers with higher 
sensitivity, specificity and throughput in the coming years [5]. 
 
Also, mass spectrometry is a well-established protein identification technique with more lately 
methodological developments, for example, the protein quantification by isotope ratio, stable isotope 
labeling with amino acids in cell culture (SILAC), which will soon be an essential tool for quantitative 
proteomics [18]. In addition, SELDI-TOF MS combines chromatography and mass spectrometry and its 
versatility allows applications in wider ranges [44, 45]. 
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1.3 Proteomics Data analysis Tremendous advances have taken place over the past years in proteomics 
with the booming of more matured technologies. An increasing number of proteomics databases have 
appeared worldwide and these diverse data sets are required to be handled in proteomics experiments, 
however, consistent and transparent proteomics data analysis remains a major bottleneck since it is easier to 
generate data than to analyze and thus understand it [2, 19- 21]. 
 
Current protein databases are not well coordinated for physiological representation due to a previous 
emphasis on molecular and cellular features and their annotations, which somehow limit the understanding 
of a cellular phenotype. As generation and analysis of proteome data became widespread, standards have 
been developed for mass spectrometry and many others, such as protein-protein interaction data and a 
uniform proteomics data format to facilitate data comparison, exchange and verification [22]. On the other 
hand, proteomics data quality and the demand of integration among databases is of increasing priority. 
Intelligent data approaches are designed to address this issue, in addition, standards need to be generated to 
accept mass spectra produced based on probability measurements [23, 24]. 
 
MS/MS data are the generally accepted standards for peptide identification. Successful matching of 
experimental MS/MS spectra to theoretical masses derived from protein sequence databases by a search 
algorithm is of high probability. However, it is not so easy to validate the correctness of this match, which 
determines the accuracy of protein identifications [3, 24]. Integrated pipelines of processing and analyzing 
complex high through-put proteomics data by the entire suited tools are essential for proteomics studies, 
which will ease comparisons between different laboratories or platforms and overcame the bottleneck of 
proteomics data processing and analysis. 
 
Bruno et al [19] described a consistent and transparent analysis pipeline of LC/MS and LC/MS/MS data, 
which involves five components: data processing, peptide identification and validation, protein 
identification and validation, quantification and data depositories (see Figure 4). 

 
Raw LC/MS & MS/MS Data 

        Peak detection 
Reduced Spectra (standard format: RT, m/z, Int) 

Quantification                               Protein DB search 
Peptide Sequences (RT, MM, Seq) 

    Validation 
Peptides (RT, MM, Seq, Int) 

                                                Protein inference 
Protein(s) (RT, MM, Seq, Prot) 

                            Organization, annotation 
Database (RT, MM, Seq, Prot) 

Fig.	  4.	  A	  pipeline	  of	  proteomics	  data	  analysis.	  Circle	  indicates	  a	  process,	  rectangle	  data;	  RT:	  retention	  time;	  Int:	  signal	  

intensity;	  MM:	  molecular	  mass;	  Seq:	  amino	  acid	  sequence;	  Prot:	  protein	  accession	  number	  and	  sequence;	  

 
In practice, data acquisition and signal processing are usually performed automatically by a default mode; 
the instruments are operated as a “black-box”. For example, algorithms for peak detection, noise reduction 
and mono-isotopic peak determination are essential elements but are part of the instruments over which 
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users have relatively limited control. High quality data are the basis for further investigation of proteomics 
samples, however, they might appear with different characteristics due to the large variety of instrument 
platforms as mentioned earlier. Therefore, a standard file format is required to allow data analysis within a 
pipeline independent of specific instrument platform, examples of which include the mzXML and HUPO’s 
Proteomics Standards Initiative [25, 26].  
 
Search engines, such as Sequest and Comet, are used to assign MS/MS spectra to peptide sequence. They 
are based on various algorithms and scoring functions to match and score experimental data sets with the 
predicted masses of fragment ions of peptide sequences. Well designed search engines and good databases 
bring high quality results and therefore in this sense the spectral matching approach can be less biased. It is 
very computationally intensive and time-consuming to search databases for peptide identifications and the 
reliability of the result should be statistically validated. Protein assignments could be trickier as many 
peptides are common to various kinds of proteins, in this pipeline the ProteinProphet algorithm is used to 
compute accurate possibilities for protein identification to enhance the level of confidence [27].  
 
Quantification can be achieved by two main approaches, either based by stable isotope labeling or 
analyzing each sample and comparing multiple LC/MS runs afterwards (intensity profiling) [19, 28]. 
Finally, all the data including metadata, annotation and clinical information of predefined standard formats 
are deposited into databases. Novel strategies of hypothesis-driven proteome analysis can also be referred 
to in [19]. 
 
Yutaka Yasui et al described a data-analytic strategy for protein biomarker discovery based on SELDI data; 
they were carrying out a real biomarker discovery project which aimed to identify proteins in cancer and 
normal states of prostate of SELDI technique as mentioned earlier. Pre-analysis processing of the SELDI 
output (~48,000 two dimensional coordinates (x, y), in which x is m/z ratio, y relative protein intensity) 
reduced y values into a set of binary variables, which are the highest values among their respective nearest 
N-point neighborhoods that indicate peaks in the y-axis direction. Shifting problem resulting in 
measurement errors were partially addressed by x-axis  (m/z) alignment; all the pre-obtained binary 
predictors were combined to generate biological classification rules for distinguishing normal and disease 
tissues by applying the boosting algorithm to select them and an subsequent summary classifier 
construction. Results verified this approach with a perfect distinguish between different specimens [29]. 
 
Another approach is fully explained for dimensionality reduction in SELDI datasets by J. S. Yu and 
colleagues [31]. It involves four steps: (1) binning; (2) kolmogorov –Smirnov test; (3) restriction of 
coefficient of variation and (4) wavelet analysis. After reducing dimension of feature space and extruding 
the most significant categories traits, the subsequent classification is carried out by SVM. Results show 
both high sensitivity and specificity [30]. LIMPIC is proposed based on techniques for background noise 
reduction and baseline removal, it aims at detecting consistent protein peaks from a set of calibrated mass 
spectra (see Figure 5). 
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Fig.5.	  LIMPIC	  Software	  representation.	  

LIMPIC	  uses	  MALDI-‐TOF	  mass	  spectra	  to	  provide	  a	  list	  of	  “true”	  molecular	  signal	  peaks.	  

 
David A Cairns et al described a rigorous method for the assessment of spectra data quality, and their 
algorithms can detect systematic variability and poor quality data in SELDI profiling study. Removal of 
poor quality spectra will improve the level of confidence in terms of biomarker discovery. Data 
pre-processing involves baseline subtraction, internal normalization for quality control and peak detection 
before a subsequent application of statistical methods [32].  
 
Todayoshi Fushiki et al suggested a “common” peak approach to identify proteins of interest for biomarker 
discovery, their data preprocessing work was performed by SpecAlign in three stages: (1) subtract baseline; 
(2) generate spectrum average; (3) spectra alignment (peak matching method). They also adopted Yasui et 
al’s rule for peak detection; peaks “commonly” exhibited by many subjects are probably the candidates for 
biomarkers, number of which can be controlled parametrically [29, 33, 34]. Data processing procedures 
(calibration, baseline correction, normalization, peak detection and peak alignment) are also addressed 
carefully on SELDI by Muriel De Bock et al. In terms of biomarker discovery, false discovery of protein 
peaks should be avoided, which be achieved by analyzing sufficient samples, adopting overfitting-resistant 
algorithms, model validation as well as optimal spectra processing techniques, including calibration, 
exclusion of high noise spectral regions, peak alignment and normalization [35].  
 
Kevin R. Coombes et al provided an improved peak detection and quantification method including 
denoising SELDI spectra with the undecimated discrete wavelet transform (UDWT), baseline correction, 
peak detection and quantification. Denoising by UDWT yielded more accurate results for improvements on 
reproducibility of peak quantifications [36]. An additional discussion on quality-control procedures in 
clinical setting is given in [39]. Finally, Bao-ling Adam et al proposed a very similar data analysis pipeline 
for biomarker discovery to identify prostate cancer [43]. 
 
1.4 Memory Based Data Structures Databases applied in proteomics increasingly serve as knowledge 
resources providing a repository for diverse high-dimensional data sets. Several applications demand an 
efficient-indexing and query processing technique over high dimensional datasets, for instance, peptide 
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identification by database-dependant search algorithms comparing MS data against a sequence database and 
other similarity search problems that seek data objects that are most similar to a given query object in a 
database.  
 
Designed to enhance the access and processing efficiency of the huge amount of data, the spatial indexing 
technique aims to describe locations of the stored data due to access time difference between main memory 
(~ns) and external memory (~ms) and without recording and organizing locations of external memory data 
(despite the current concept of “main memory database”), query of a data item requires scanning the whole 
data file which seriously affects system efficiency.  
 
As an assisted spatial data structure, spatial indexing contains general information about spatial objects that 
is sorted in a specific order based on spatial relationships among these objects, it functions as a sieve 
connecting an operating algorithm and the data, large scale data irrelevant to specific spatial are filtered, 
therefore, operations are significantly facilitated [46]. Typical spatial index structures include grid file, 
KD-tree, quad-tree, R-tree, etc which are most effective for small dimensionality [47- 49]. 
 
There are two categories of multidimensional data access methods based on supported data types: point 
access method (PAM) designed for queries on multidimensional points and spatial access method (SAM) 
for multidimensional objects, which in turn can also function as PAM. Three frequently used queries, 
K-nearest neighbor (kNN), similarity range search (�	   range search, where	  �	   is distance threshold) and 
window queries are required to be supported by high-dimensional database indexes [50].  
 
A number of multi/high-dimensional index structures are available for handling multidimensional data 
based on two different observations: (1) data are highly correlated and clustered in high-dimensional space 
and therefore only take some subspace but not all, such as SS-tree [51]; (2) a small number of dimensions 
can usually bear most of the information, such as TV-tree [52]. In 1984 Guttman described the R-tree that 
represents data objects by intervals in several dimensions, ever since then, a prosperous index tree cluster 
based on secondary memory has been developed through continuous improvements for diverse spatial 
operations to multidimensional data sets [53 - 57]. For instance, over the past two decades, more and more 
R-tree variations have been popping up and constituted into an “R-tree family” [58], explorations of spatial 
data indexing technique based on R-tree can be referred to in [64, 65]. R-tree is a height-balanced tree 
similar to a B-tree and it is suitable for indexing both point data and spatial data. In addition, R-tree based 
index structures do not require point transformations to store spatial data and thus offer a better spatial 
clustering [55].  
 
Similarity search remains a central problem with respect to computational aspects of protein identification 
[59]. Usually, algorithms are used to extract feature vectors from the data and degree of similarity between 
two objects is measured by distance functions such as the Euclidean distance [56]. Implementation of 
similarity search is thus based on computing distance between query vectors and data vectors in the 
databases to find out specific objects, such as k-nearest-neighbor (k-NN). Over the past decades, plenty of 
indexing structures have been proposed, however, the search procedure is subject to Bellman’s notorious 
“dimensionality curse”, the higher the feature vector dimensionality is, the more rapid deterioration the 
performance is, for instance, the search space grows exponentially as the dimensionality increases [60]. A 
variety of specialized index structures have been designed to deal with this situation, such as TV-tree, 
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SS-tree, SR-tree, the X-tree (see below) or the Pyramid-tree [61]. VA-File can significantly save both CPU 
and I/O costs by accelerating the indispensable sequential scan with approximations, experiments validated 
that VA-File outperformed hierarchical methods but is still incapable for good query [62]. Additionally, the 
nearest neighbor search technique called Fast Filtering Vector Approximation (FFVA) can also tackle the 
problem of dimensionality curse and experiments demonstrated its effectiveness [66]. 
 
To solve the major problem of R-tree based index structures, the overlap of bounding boxes in the directory, 
the X-tree was introduced to minimize overlap and it outperformed R*-tree and TV-tree by orders of 
magnitude [55]. A novel index structure called Δ –tree based on main memory has been presented in details 
to speed up high-dimensional query in main memory environment, its extension Δ +–tree is further 
proposed, extensive experiments were conducted to evaluate these two structures displaying a superior 
result to a large number of know techniques [50]. Another dynamic index structure the GC-tree employs a 
density-based approach to partition data space and then assigns the number of bits for representation of a 
cell vector for a partition, which outperforms IQ-tree, the LPC-file, the VA-file and the linear scan [63]. 
 
All these indexing structures aspire to solve a d-dimensional problem dividing into two general approaches: 
one is the so-called multidimensional indexes technique, where a d-dimensional index is designed, 
including all the mentioned structures except Pyramid-tree; and the other is called mapping techniques that 
map the d-dimensional problem to an equivalent one-dimensional problem, such as Z-order, the 
Pyramid-tree. The performance of the multidimensional index techniques is slightly better than the mapping 
techniques; however, mapping techniques simplify problems by making use of existing B+-tree indexes 
[63]. 
 
1.5 Space-partitioning data structure	  A variety of space-partitioning data structures had been designed 
including BSP tree, Octree, Quadtree, Bin, R-tree, kd-tree, in which Quadtree is the two-dimensional 
analog of Octree. Listed in table 2 is a comparison of these data structures in terms of space complexity and 
time complexity for range queries where n indicates the number of points, b is page capacity in R-tree. 
 

Attributes 	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   Data Structures	   BSP tree Octree/Quadtree Bins R-tree Kd-tree 
Space complexity	   O(n^2) O(n) O(n) O(n) O(n) 
Time complexity (range query)	   O(n^2) O(n) O(n) O(n/b) O( )	  

Table	  2.	  The	  comparison	  of	  different	  space-‐partitioning	  data	  structures.	  

	  

An observation on this comparison reveals the tradeoffs among all these space-partitioning data structures, 
with respect to their space demand, query speed, efficiency as well as simplicity. These are highly 
influential in the performance and thus should be accounted. Kd-tree outperforms the others and is used 
because of its high efficiency in conducting a single range query which constructs the basis of the 
algorithms for UBI studies. In the large-scale mass spectra datasets, there are millions of peak points, 
therefore, time for analysis is of great concern. In satisfactory favor of range query, kd-tree can 
significantly reduce analysis time by the magnitude of square root to achieve high performance.
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2. Methods	  
2.1 Design of in-memory spectra index 
2.1.1 Data organization Encoded in BASE64 as mass/charge (m/z)-intensity (I) pairs, mass spectrometric 
raw binary spectra data are integrated into an mzXML file of usually around gigabytes. XML (Extensible 
Markup Language) aims to regulate document encoding and owing to its properties including simplicity, 
generality and usability over internet, mzXML scenario is capable of taking the advantages of both XML 
and data representation techniques. It is clearly shown in figure 6 the neat format of an mzXML file with 
typically thousands of scans in a single file. Each scan is further consisted of usually a thousand m/z-int 
pairs. Therefore, a peak in one UBI experiment has three dimensions: retention time, mass/charge and 
intensity. 
 

 
Fig.	  6.	  An	  example	  mzXML	  file	  format	  (Mueller	  et	  al:	  B06-‐8004_p.mzxml)	  [67].	  

	  

2.1.2 Spectra indexing and range query Based on the comparisons of different space-partitioning data 
structures, kd-tree is used to index each peak based on two of its dimensions -- retention time (t) and m/z 
(m) value. Kd-tree decomposes a multidimensional space into hyper-rectangles. There are many ways to 
build up a kd-tree; most kd-Tree algorithms select the dimension to split by alternating through the 
available dimensions, generating a balanced kd-tree in which each leaf node is of roughly same distance to 
the root. Some algorithms just randomly select the dimension to split on. We constructed a kd-tree by 
adopting the first strategy. 
 
Given a set of points on the two-dimensional space, range query will report all the points within the query 
rectangle (see Figure 7). A rectangular region is defined by retention time and m/z of specified boundary 
values. By default, the region is the entire retention time-m/z space. In addition, a region is capable of 
detecting any enclosed points, sub regions as well as intersected regions, which support range query that is 

Peak data (m/z-Int pairs encoded in BASE64) 

Scan number, there are 5695 scans in this mzXML file 

Retention time 
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used in peak identification, scan alignment. 
 
	  

	  

	  

Fig.	  7.	  A	  range	  query	  in	  a	  two	  dimensional	  space. Circle	  represents	  points,	  rectangle	  query	  rectangle. 
 
2.2 Analysis pipeline An UBI analysis pipeline had been proposed that comprises five steps (see Figure 8). 
The logical behind this is quite common in relevant studies--- reasonable processing of raw data followed 
by validation of the results. It should be noted that this pathway is not unique as more and more methods 
are emerging. Low level datasets directly generated from experiments are usually rough and unorganized, 
which poses challenges in analyzing these data for scientific understanding and engineer application. To 
obtain good knowledge out of the abundant data we collected, it is important to focus on the right part. 
Therefore, a screening over the mass spectrum is essential. Low m/z values are prone to display more 
variations such as high background noise, information mined from this part is of little credit. High m/z 
values, on the other hand, are incapable to provide sufficient information. A characteristic of the type of 
mass spectrum data is obtained by cutting off low and high end m/z values, subsequent analysis is based on 
specific areas of spectrum. 
 

Data trim 
 

Baseline correction 
 

                                  Calibration alignment 
 
 Peak identification 
 

                            Hypothesis testing or machine learning 
 

Fig.	  8.	  A	  UBI	  pipeline	  used	  in	  this	  analysis	  

 
Along with limitations of current instruments and measurements come system inaccuracies. A of factors 
could lead to an evaluated baseline including chemical noises and ion overload. LOESS regression (locally 
weighted scatter plot smoothing) is used to fit a curve to the bottom of the mass spectra, which is then 
subtracted to standardize peak intensities [37]. For peaks in the same scan (same intensity time), at the 
intensity of each peak a low-degree (equals 1) polynomial using weighted least squares is fitted to a subset 
of the data, the size of which is controlled by the span parameter (0~1) that defines the number of peaks 
used for estimation represented as the percentage over the total amount in this scan. Estimation of its 
intensity is returned with explanatory variable values near this peak, generating a refined list of peak 
intensities (see Figure 9). 
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9.A.	  Loess	  regression	  for	  baseline	  subtraction	  (closer	  look)	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   9.B.	  Loess	  regression	  on	  test	  data	  

Blue	  line	  represents	  the	  raw	  intensity,	  red	  processed	  one	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   Green	  dot	  represent	  data	  point,	  red	  line	  regression	  values	  

	  

	  

	   	   	   	   9.	  C.	  LOESS	  regression	  over	  the	  first	  scan	  in	  Mueller	  et	  al	  dataset:	  B06-‐8004_p.mzxml	  [67]	  

Fig.	  9.	  LOESS	  regression	  illustrations	  

 
Global alignment is achieved via simple translation, in which each scan is aligned to a reference scan. 
Noises in each scan are filtered off real peak signals by performing an orthogonal range query over each 
peak with a resizable range of ±0.3% of its retention time and m/z around the peak. It is likely to ascertain 
that real signals will report a number of peaks with this range that exceeds a given threshold. Experience 
and observation revealed that this shall not be evident enough to draw the conclusion. We noted by a visual 
inspection that real peak signals usually have an absolute intensity of at least 100. Data size problems can 
be partially addressed in this step by removing noises off subsequent analysis. To test the reliability of the 
results, many classical methods are available for feature selection, such as decision tree and SVM, which 
need to further proceed in this study. 
 
2.3 An alternative solution Adopting the methods discussed above, one more practical solution was to 
give fine results of all proteins with their relative abundance values represented as log2ratio in UBI 
proteomics studies. Extracted Ion Chromatogram (XIC) was defined by Shao-En Ong [68] as a series of 
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mass spectra peaks with close m/z values over an interval of retention time. Thousands of XICs can be 
searched by the algorithms implemented in this work and each of them corresponds to a peptide fragment 
derived from a single protein in proteomics experiments. The abundance data of one peptide is computed as 
the area under the XIC. Furthermore, protein identification is conducted by a database searching algorithm. 
 
3. Results 
3.1 Algorithms	  A set of algorithms were implemented in python for mass spectra analysis including peak 
identification, XIC searching, peak alignments and database searching. These algorithms had displayed 
high performance in terms of reliability, robustness and simplicity. 
	  

3.2 Software  
3.2.1 Description A Win32 system application (Mass Spectra Analyzer, MSA) implemented in wxpython 
had been developed to perform mass spectra analysis (see Figure 10). MSA has two menus -- “File” 
provides an access to the UBI proteomics datasets folder by “Open” item and allows application exit via 
“Quit” item. “Help” gives information on how to use MSA by “Help” item and application statement via 
“About” item including the author information. In the left split window, files are displayed according to 
their proteomics experiment design while the right split window is used to display all the proteins with their 
corresponding relative abundance data represented as log2 ratio. A state bar is annexed at the bottom of 
MSA enabling an immediate description of the functions for the users. 
 

 
Fig.	  10.	  Mass	  Spectra	  Analyzer	  User	  Interface	  (version	  0.1).	  

	  

3.2.2 Functions and user guide Given the proteomics datasets from under several conditions--- experiments 
conducted in different time, etc with respective replicates to avoid accident errors and thus ensure accurate 
results, in each replicate it is allowed to perform several unique scans, i.e. generate many mzXML files. 
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The file organization that reveals the experiment relations can be displayed in the left window of MSA as 
three separate lists (Condition, Replicate, Scan) shown in figure 9. A selection on a condition will give its 
corresponding replicates in the Replicate window. Similarly, a replicate is associated with all its scans in 
Scan window. Above all, the datasets should be strictly organized for MSA as described. MSA is capable of 
detecting whether the file is well organized or not by validating the mzXML files in the chosen folder. 
Otherwise, an error dialog will prompt to ensure the users of their legal operations. 
 

3.3 Demonstration 

3.3.1 Datasets Mueller et al [67], this dataset comprise 18 scans representing six conditions with each three 
replicates. Its total size is around 15GB. (http://prottools.ethz.ch/muellelu/web/Latin_Square_Data.php for 
public service) 
 
3.3.2 Operations Choose the right folder as described in the MSA user guide, config the running parameters 
(see Figure 11), and then press “Load data…” to start the analysis. It should be noted that MSA is not 
applicable for multi-core computers at current stage, therefore, the number of CPU should be set to 1. In 
addition, MSA (Version 0.1) does not provide Variable modification configurations. All these 
unimplemented functions shall be provided in the coming versions. 
	  

 
Fig.	  11.	  Configuration	  notebook	  of	  MSA	  for	  setting	  running	  parameters	  

	  

3.3.3 Result A large number of protein groups were displayed with their respective abundance data. The analysis 
requires around 42 minutes on a single-core CPU in EBC (Evolution Biology Center) computer lab, Uppsala 
University. Performance analysis of the result suggested a good improvement upon the report by Mueller, where 
the time was 105 minutes on a single-core CPU.
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4. Discussions  
 
The algorithms applied a space-partitioning data-structure that can enhance the performance by magnitudes. 
Baseline correction by loess function gave fine results for subsequent analysis. Peaks were identified by a 
planar orthogonal query on each peak in the scan with a resizable sliding window of 0.3% for SELDI data. 
Data size problem can be partially addressed in this step by filtering noises off before further processing. 
Combined with planar orthogonal range queries, an undirected graph was used to search Extracted Ion 
Chromatograms which proved to be reasonable to find thousands of them in a single scan. They reflected 
the relative quantitative information of specific peptides in the scan. Peptide identification was carried out 
by searching against a local protein database in FASTA file format comprising several amino acid sequence 
information. These included the organism proteins and contaminant proteins. Log2 ratios of them were 
calculated and the results were displayed in the final panel. 
 
Apart from the advantages of the algorithms, the tool also deserved attention. Implementation in python 
afforded it many features different from that implemented in C++ in previous work. Wxpython was not the 
best GUI development tool though, it worked fine and displayed friendliness to use by providing a bunch of 
packages. Easy coding became possible by application of script languages such as python. However, no 
visualization of the results was rendered on this platform, which shall be the future work. 
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7. Appendix 

Remarks on key codes (lines began with # are annotations) 

7.1 mzXML file parser 

All mzXML files are parsed by xml.parsers.expat module, which is a python interface to Expat 
non-validating XML parser. 
import xml.parsers.expat # a fast xml parser to parse the mzXML files 

import base64 # in order to decode the peak data 

import struct # convert data format between strings and binary data 

import sys # system applications 

import LCMS # for a single scan 

import MS2 # MS2 peak module 

import Config # configurations for the whole applications 

import time # calculate the run time for performance analysis 

import numpy # numerical applications 
These two classes will throw exceptions and give error messages if errors (e.g. bad format) are encountered 
in the mzXML files 
class XMLParseException: 

    def __init__(self, line, errorStr): 

        self.line = line-1 

        self.error = errorStr 

    def echo(self): return "Error at line: " + str(self.line) + "\nError Message: 

" + self.error 

 

class XMLHandlerException: 

    def __init__(self, errorStr): 

        self.error = errorStr 

        return self.error 

 

The class XMLParser defines a general template for parsing the mzXML files, more specific functions are 
implemented in its sub-classes including mzXmlHandlerMS1, mzXmlHandlerMS2, ConfigXMLHandler, 
PepXMLHandler1 and PepXMLHandler2: 
 
class XMLParser: 

    def __init__ (self): 

        self.parser = xml.parsers.expat.ParserCreate() 

        self.parser.StartElementHandler = self.startelement_handler 

        self.parser.EndElementHandler = self.endelement_handler 

        self.parser.CharacterDataHandler = self.data_handler 

    def getValue(self, tag, attr): 

        if tag in attr.keys(): return attr[tag] 

        else: return None 

    def isElement(self, a, b): return a == b 
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    def loadfile(self, filename): 

        try: 

            xmlfile = open(filename, 'r') 

            while True: 

                data = xmlfile.read(2048) 

                if not data:# the file is finished 

                    break # finish reading data from file 

                self.parse(data) # otherwise, parse the read data 

        except IOError as e: print e  

        except IndexError: 

            print "You must supply a filename" 

            sys.exit(1) 

        finally: xmlfile.close()# Clean up the mess  

         

    def parse(self, data): 

        try: self.parser.Parse(data, 0) 

        except xml.parsers.expat.ExpatError:  

            print XMLParseException(self.parser.ErrorLineNumber, 

xml.parsers.expat.ErrorString(self.parser.ErrorCode)).echo() 

    def close(self): 

        self.parser.Parse("", 1) 

        del self.parser 

    def startelement_handler(self, element, attrs): pass 

    def endelement_handler(self, element): pass 

def data_handler(self, data): pass 

 

Methods including startelement_handler, endelement_handler and data_handler in base-class XMLParser 
provided a definition but no implementation. Sub-classes override the methods of XMLParser—methods 
that perform different tasks despite they have the same name and arguments. Mass spectra analysis is 
performed through a set of sub-class methods. 
 
class mzXmlHandlerMS1(XMLParser): 

    peaks = "" # store peaks information of MS1 data 

    decoded = [] # a list for storing the decoded MS1 data 

    state = mzxml_sax_state.mzIGNORE # state of the SAX handler 

    data = []# for storing ms peak data 

    def __init__(self, data): 

        XMLParser.__init__(self)# must initialize the parent class first 

        self.state = mzxml_sax_state.mzIGNORE 

        self.data = data 

 

    def startelement_handler(self, xmlelement, xmlattr):# override parent method  

        # Start processing a scan 

        if self.isElement("scan", xmlelement): 
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            self.msLevel = self.getValue("msLevel", xmlattr)# get the msLevel of the 

scan 

            # Get the retention time, example: retentionTime="PT23.60485" 

            retentionStr = self.getValue("retentionTime", xmlattr) 

            self.retentionTime = "" 

            for i in range(len(retentionStr)): 

                if not retentionStr[i].isalpha(): 

                    self.retentionTime += retentionStr[i] 

            self.retentionTime = eval(self.retentionTime)# TODO: handle this error 

somehow! 

            # Save scan number 

            try: self.scanNum = int(self.getValue("num", xmlattr)) 

            except TypeError: print "Scan Number of Wrong Type!" 

            # Set the state so that we now look for peaks 

            if self.msLevel == '1' or self.msLevel == '0': self.state = 

mzxml_sax_state.SCAN 

            else: self.state = mzxml_sax_state.mzIGNORE 

        elif self.state == mzxml_sax_state.SCAN and self.isElement("peaks", 

xmlelement): 

            self.state = mzxml_sax_state.PEAKS 

    

    # The peak and precursor data is gathered here 

    def data_handler(self, data): 

        if self.state == mzxml_sax_state.PEAKS: self.peaks += data # peaks is a string 

for obtaining the original encoded peak data 

     

    def endelement_handler(self, xmlelement): 

        if self.state == mzxml_sax_state.PEAKS and self.isElement("peaks", 

xmlelement): 

            try:# decode the peak data and append it into the list "decoded" 

                self.decoded.append(base64.b64decode(self.peaks))                 

                format = ">ff" # from net work byte orders to "big-endian" byte order, 

see: http://docs.python.org/library/struct.html 

                if len(self.decoded) > 0:# len(self.decoded) == 1 

                    decodedlength = len(self.decoded[0])# get the length of the decoded 

string 

                    peaksCount = decodedlength / 8 # can also be obtained from the mzxml 

file. For the raw data repeats every 8 bytes 

                for i in range(peaksCount): 

                    peakInfor = struct.unpack_from(format, self.decoded[0], 8*i) 

                    # Collect all of the peak information for this MS scan 

                    peak = LCMS.Peak() 

                    peak.mz = peakInfor[0] 

                    peak.intensity = peakInfor[1] 
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                    peak.retentionTime = self.retentionTime 

                    if peak.mz > 0.0 and peak.intensity > 0.0 and peak.retentionTime 

> 0.0: # Collect peaks that satisfy these requirements 

                        self.data.append(peak) 

                peakMz = [peak.mz for peak in self.data] 

                peakIntensity = [peak.intensity for peak in self.data] 

                self.data = []# Empty this scan peaks and prepare for the next 

            except TypeError as e: print e 

            self.state = mzxml_sax_state.mzIGNORE # Reset the state to look for the 

next MS scan 

        self.peaks = "" # empty the peaks string for the next scan 

        self.decoded = []# clear the decoded MS1 data for next peak data 
 

7.2 Build Up a Kd-Tree 

import sys 

# define a class for the enumerate type 

class Enumerate(object): 

    def __init__(self, names): 

        for number, name in enumerate(names.split()): 

            setattr(self, name, number) 

# Axis on which to conduct the split           

dim = Enumerate("x_axis y_axis") 

# Specify the side of the splitting region: left is less than, right is greater than 

regiond = Enumerate("right_region left_region") 

# 2D orthogonal region 

class Region(): 

    plist = []# A list of points shaping the region 

def __init__(self, *args):# Constructor 

    if len(args) == 0:# If no ranges are specified, the region spans the entire 

(x, y) space 

            self.x_max = sys.maxint 

            self.x_min = - sys.maxint -1 

            self.y_max = sys.maxint 

            self.y_min = - sys.maxint -1 

        elif len(args) == 4:# Assigns max and min elements as specified 

            # args should be like: x_min, x_max, y_min, y_max; defines a region with 

four axis limits 

            self.x_min = args[0] 

            self.x_max = args[1] 

            self.y_min = args[2] 

            self.y_max = args[3] 

        elif len(args) == 3:# Create a half plane region left, right, top or bottom 

            # args should be like: splitline, splitdim, region 

            self.x_max = sys.maxint 
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            self.x_min = - sys.maxint -1 

            self.y_max = sys.maxint 

            self.y_min = - sys.maxint -1 

            # Figure out which axis the node splits on 

            if args[1] == dim.x_axis: 

            # Right if a "right" region (greater than or equal to) 

                if args[2] == regiond.right_region: self.x_min = args[0]# (0, 0) -> 

right 

                elif args[2] == regiond.left_region: self.x_max = args[0]# (0, 1) -> 

left 

            # Left is a "left" region (strictly less than) 

            elif args[1] == dim.y_axis: 

            # Top if a "right" region (greater than or equal to) 

                if args[2] == regiond.right_region: self.y_min = args[0]# (1, 0) -> 

top 

                elif args[2] == regiond.left_region: self.y_max = args[0]# (1, 1) -> 

bottom 

            # Bottom if a "left" region (strictly less than) 

        elif len(args) == 2: # in the order of region a, region b 

            self.x_max = min(args[0].x_max, args[1].x_max) 

            self.x_min = max(args[0].x_min, args[1].x_min) 

            self.y_max = min(args[0].y_max, args[1].y_max) 

            self.y_min = max(args[0].y_min, args[1].y_min) 

        elif len(args) == 1:# it is a region itself 

            self.x_max = args[0].x_max 

            self.x_min = args[0].x_min 

            self.y_max = args[0].y_max 

            self.y_min = args[0].y_min 

    # Returns true if the current region encloses the passed region R 

    def enclosesR(self, R): return (R.x_max <= self.x_max) and (R.x_min >= self.x_min) 

and (R.y_max <= self.y_max) and (R.y_min >= self.y_min)  

    # Returns true if the current region contains a point 

    def enclosesP(self, P): return (P.x() <= self.x_max) and (P.x() >= self.x_min) 

and (P.y() <= self.y_max) and (P.y() >= self.y_min) 

    # Returns true if the current region and R intersect 

    def intersects(self, R): return not (R.x_max < self.x_min or R.x_min > self.x_max) 

and not (R.y_max < self.y_min or R.y_min > self.y_max) 

# defines a point 

class Point(): 

    def __init__(self, X, Y): 

        self.X = X 

        self.Y = Y 

def x(self): return self.X 

def y(self): return self.Y     
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def coordinates(self): return tuple((self.X, self.Y)) 

 

# Used to sort the point list by the order that is defined by the function "application" 

def findNth(mylist, start, end, application): return sorted(mylist[start:end], 

key=(lambda x: application(x))) 

def x_cmp(item): return item.x()# Retrieve the x value of the point 

def y_cmp(item): return item.y()# Retrieve the y value of the point 
 
class _2dtree(): 

    region = Region() 

    P = []# point list, [(x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3), (x4, y4), …] 

    # The constructor sets a minimum region that embraces all the points in P 

    def __init__(self, P): 

        self.region.x_min = min([p.x() for p in P]) 

        self.region.x_max = max([p.x() for p in P]) 

        self.region.y_min = min([p.y() for p in P]) 

        self.region.y_max = max([p.y() for p in P]) 

        self.build(P, 0, len(P)) 

         

    # If in constructor declared build, then this is called to build up a 2d tree 

    def build(self, pointlist, first, last): 

        if (last - first <= 3): return# <-3, since need mid, Lmid and Rmid 

        mid = first + (last-first+1)/2 

        Lmid = first + (mid-first+1)/2 

        Rmid = mid + (last-mid+1)/2 

        pointlist = findNth(pointlist, first, last, x_cmp) 

        left = findNth(pointlist, first, mid+1, y_cmp)# split left half by 

y-coordinate 

        right = findNth(pointlist, mid+1, last, y_cmp)# split right half 

by-ycoordinate 

        self.P = left + right# The 2d tree is stored in this step 

        self.region.plist = self.P# Assign the list to this region 

        self.build(pointlist, first, Lmid)# recursively partition Lbot 

        self.build(pointlist, Lmid+1, mid)# recursively partition Ltop 

        self.build(pointlist, mid+1, Rmid)# recursively partition Rbot 

        self.build(pointlist, Rmid+1, last)#  recursively partition Rtop 

 

def query(self, first, last, vr, R, res): 

   if R.enclosesR(vr):# Region is entirely enclosed, report everyone 

            res = vr.plist# I think vr is a region specified by a pointlist, vr = 

_2dtree_inplace(pointList).region 

            return 

        if last - first <= 3: 

            for i in vr.plist[first: last]: 
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                if R.enclosesP(i): res.append(i) 

            return 

        mid = first+(last-first+1)/2 

        Lmid = first+(mid-first+1)/2 

        Rmid = mid+(last-mid+1)/2 

        # Create regions based on specified splitting planes 

        left = Region(Region(vr.plist[mid].x(), dim.x_axis, regiond.left_region), 

vr) 

        right = Region(Region(vr.plist[mid].x(), dim.x_axis, regiond.right_region), 

vr) 

        Lbot = Region(Region(vr.plist[Lmid].y(), dim.y_axis, regiond.left_region), 

left) 

        Ltop = Region(Region(vr.plist[Lmid].y(), dim.y_axis, regiond.right_region), 

left) 

        Rbot = Region(Region(vr.plist[Rmid].y(), dim.y_axis, regiond.left_region), 

right) 

        Rtop = Region(Region(vr.plist[Rmid].y(), dim.y_axis, regiond.right_region), 

right) 

         

        if R.intersects(Lbot): self.query(first, Lmid, Lbot, R, res) 

        if R.intersects(Ltop): self.query(Lmid+1, mid, Ltop, R, res) 

        if R.intersects(Rbot): self.query(mid+1, Rmid, Rbot, R, res) 

        if R.intersects(Rtop): self.query(Rmid+1, last, Rtop, R, res) 

         

        if R.enclosesP(vr.plist[mid]): res.append(vr.plist[mid]) 

        if R.enclosesP(vr.plist[Rmid]): res.append(vr.plist[Rmid]) 

        if R.enclosesP(vr.plist[Lmid]): res.append(vr.plist[Lmid]) 

     

def Query(self, R, res): self.query(0, len(self.P), self.region, R, res) 

# Find point nearest in retention time axis within a given query rectangle 

    def NearestX(self, x, y, dx, dy): 

        nearest = None 

        in_region = [] 

        query = Region(x-dx/2, x+dx/2, y-dy/2, y+dy/2) 

        self.Query(query, in_region) 

        if len(in_region) > 0: 

            xmin = sys.maxint 

            for region in in_region: 

                if abs(region.x()-x < xmin): 

                    xmin = abs(region.x() - x) 

                    nearest = region 

        return nearest 
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7.3 Remove noises and contaminant peaks from centroid peak data 

Each peak point in one scan is indicated by two values: retentionTime and mz. “self.config.dtime / 2” and 
“Config.ppm2da(data.mz, self.config.dmz / 2)” defines the width and length of planar orthogonal range 
query. Filtered peaks can be obtained. 
# Remove noise and contaminant peaks from centroid peak data 

    def filter(self, log10I_thresh): 

        keep_cnt = 0 

   keep2_cnt = 0 

        keep = [False] * len(self.data) 

        keep2 = [False] * len(self.data2) 

        results = [] 

results2 = [] 

        # Process MS1 peaks first 

        for data in self.data: 

            if (math.log10(data.intensity) < log10I_thresh): continue 

            # Query a rectangular window around data point 

            self.queryraw(results, data.retentionTime - (self.config.dtime / 2), 

                          data.retentionTime + (self.config.dtime / 2), 

                          data.mz - Config.ppm2da(data.mz, self.config.dmz / 2), 

                          data.mz + Config.ppm2da(data.mz, self.config.dmz) / 2) 

            # Get any MS/MS peaks as well 

            self.queryraw2(results2, data.retentionTime - (self.config.dtime / 2), 

                          data.retentionTime + (self.config.dtime / 2), 

                          data.mz - Config.ppm2da(data.mz, self.config.dmz / 2), 

                          data.mz + Config.ppm2da(data.mz, self.config.dmz) / 2) 

            if len(results) + len(results2) > self.config.peakthresh: 

                keep[self.data.index(data)] = True 

                keep_cnt += 1 

        # Next process MS/MS peaks 

        for data2 in self.data2: 

            # Query a rectangular window around data point 

            self.queryraw(results, data2.retentionTime - (self.config.dtime / 2), 

                          data2.retentionTime + (self.config.dtime / 2), 

                          data2.mz - Config.ppm2da(data.mz, self.config.dmz / 2), 

                          data2.mz + Config.ppm2da(data.mz, self.config.dmz) / 2) 

            # Get any MS/MS peaks as well 

            self.queryraw2(results2, data2.retentionTime - (self.config.dtime / 2), 

                          data2.retentionTime + (self.config.dtime / 2), 

                          data2.mz - Config.ppm2da(data.mz, self.config.dmz / 2), 

                          data2.mz + Config.ppm2da(data.mz, self.config.dmz) / 2) 

            # If the window returns enough peaks, keep the point 

            if len(results) + len(results2) > self.config.peakthresh: 

                keep2[self.data2.index(data2)] = True 

                keep2_cnt += 1 
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        # Keep peaks labeled with "keep" flag 

        for data in self.data: 

            if keep[self.data.index(data)]: self.filtered.append(data) 

        # Keep MS/MS peaks labeled with "keep2" flag 

        for data in self.data2: 

            if keep2[self.data2.index(data)]: self.filtered2.append(data) 

7.4 Find Extracted Ion Chromatograms 

Extracted Ion Chromatograms are a series of peaks that occur at about the same m/z over a period of time 
# This method is used to locate the XICs in a scan 
    def findxics(self): 

        num_components = 0 

        for i in self.filtered: i.label = 0 # Initialize labels 

        for i in self.filtered: 

            if i.label != 0: continue# Skip when the vertex is already visited! 

            self.dfs_label(num_components + 2, i)# Apply DFS to label component 

            num_components += 1# Goes to the next component label 

        # The number of connected components equals the number of XICs, connected 

component in the graph correspond to XICs:     

        raw_xics = [None] * num_components 

        # Read off connected components to create XICs 

        for i in self.filtered: 

            p = Peak() 

            p.mz = i.mz 

            p.retentionTime = i.retentionTime 

            p.intensity = i.intensity 

            raw_xics[i.label - 2].chrom.append(p)# Add peak to XIC which is the same 

as a connected component in the peak graph 

        for i in raw_xics: 

            if len(i.chrom) == 0: continue 

            i.chrom.sort(key=lambda x: x.retentionTime)# Sort XICs peaks by retention 

time 

            start = i.chrom[0].retentionTime 

            end = i.chrom[-1].retentionTime 

            # Not too short and not too long 

            if (end - start > self.config.min_xiclen) and (end - start < 

self.config.max_xiclen): self.xics.append(i) 

        del raw_xics 

        # Compute some basic statistics on these XICs 

        for i in self.xics: 

            self.clean_chromatogram(i) 

            i.start = i.chrom[0].retentionTime 

            i.end = i.chrom[-1].retentionTime 

            maxIrt = maxI = sumI = 0 

            for j in i.chrom: 
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                sumI += j.intensity # Sum intensities 

                if j.intensity > maxI: 

                    maxi = j.intensity 

                    maxIrt = j.retentionTime 

            i.retentionTime = maxIrt# Center at maximum intensity peak in chromatogram 

            self.trapezoidal_integration(i) 

            i.mz = 0 

            for k in i.chrom: 

                i.mz += (k.intensity / sumI) * k.mz 

            i.repIndex = self.repIndex 

            i.condIndex = self.condIndex 

            i.scanIndex = self.scanIndex 

            i.type = xic_type.xicUNKNOWN 

            i.charge = 0 

            i.isotope_paired = False 

        self.xics_all = _2dTree(self.xics)# Build an index on XICs 

 


